A 
Introduction
Pioneer Venus provided evidence of oxygen ions in the dayside magnetosheath flowing with a bulk speed that decreased rapidly near the ionopause Mihalov and Barnes, 1981] To date, the gasdynmnic models and hybrid codes that have been used to model mass loading of solar wind flow around Venus have produced varying and sometime dissimilar results. The various numerical approaches all use the same gasdynamic formulation and include the mass loading effect via a source term in the continuity equation, but different numerical techniques are adopted. The simulations of Breus et al. [1987, 1992] and Belotserkowkii et al. [1987] predict that ion pickup significantly increases the bow shock distance from the planet with a negligible increase in plasma sheath mass density½ the overall flow field remains essentially unchanged except for the shock location. In contrast, Stahara et al. [1987] report that mass loading does not significantly change the shock position. The hybrid model of Moore et al. [1991] confirms that finding for comparable levels of mass loading; for enhanced loading they find that the shock distance increases only about 10%. Furthermore, the hybrid model includes magnetic forces and finite ion tyroradius effects to describe ion trajectories in the flow and predicts asymmetries in the oxygen ion distribution. These asymmetries should diminish near the obstacle boundary where the flow speed is small and the pickup is fluidlike.
The MHD formalism adopted here is an intermediate step between the gasdynamic and hybrid approaches, wherein the magnetic forces on the flow are included but individual particle motions and finite tyroradius effects are neglected. This approach allows examination of the first-order effects of mass loading to determine the deviations from the gasdynamic flow field. The electromagnetic fields are dynamically coupled to the plasma flow, and during ion pickup, magnetic forces act to transfer momentum from the flow to newly loaded ions. Because of the aforementioned difficulty in implementing a full three-dimensional MHD calculation, the results presented here are for a reduced two-dimensional version of the problem where the magnetic field is normal to the plane of calculation. Quite obviously, the solutions of this analogous two-dimensional problem cannot be immediately accepted as a proper representation of the full physics of the solar wind interaction with Venus, and care must be taken to interpret and apply the results appropriately.
In section 2 we describe the mathematical representation of the physics and the computational method employed. We adopt parameters appropriate for steady mass-loaded solar wind flow in the dayside magnetosheath of Venus for ionopause altitudes of 300 to 400 km. In section 3 gasdynamic solutions with and without mass loading are presented and compared. An enhanced source rate is shown to produce a boundary layer near the ionopause but has little influence on bow shock location. MHD and gasdynamic solutions for the same source rate are then contrasted to study the effect of the magnetic field. In section 4 we discuss the relation of the present results to other simulations and to observations. The final section is a summary of our conclusions.
Model Description
The mass-loading model presented in this paper is based on the fundamental assumption that the continuum equations of magnetogasdynamics adequately describe the average properties of the solar wind flow in the dayside Venus magnetosheath. This assumption is supported by a comparison of in situ measurements made by Pioneer Venus with the results from the gasdynamic-convected magnetic field model of Spreiter and Stahara [1980] . Their model properly reproduces the behavior and magnitude of average observed flow field characteristics, e.g., bulk velocity, proton density, and plasma temperature, for much of the magnetosheath region frmn the bow shock to positions upstream of the ionopause. Extending those equations to include the magnetic field effects and mass loading will improve the description of the average flow field, particularly near the ionopause where their influence should be strongest. (Note that in the earlier treatment the magnetic field exerted no force but was simply conveered with the plasma.) With these assumptions, 
where p is the total mass density, e is the total energy per unit mass, v is the bulk flow velocity, P is the isotropic plasma pressure, and S.,n is the mass loading term due to photoioni•,ation. The electric field E and the current density j are related to the magnetic field through Arepete's law and the solar wind induced This algorithm is based on discretizing the derivatives with central differences and including standard fourthorder, explicit damping terms for stability. Equation (9) is modified for the MHD equations by including additional terms for the magnetic field, but the overall solution procedure and numerical algorithms remain b-asically unchanged.
To determine the bow shock boundary upstream of Venus, the discontinuity is fitted within the flow field using the Rankine-Hugonoit relations and a local shock velocity; the shock position converges as its velocity approaches zero. Although shock fitting is more difficult to implement in the solution procedure than shock capturing, the resulting solutions provide exact jump conditions at the discontinuity. In contrast, shock-capturing •nethods represent the physical discontinuity in the flow variables by smearing them across a region of finite thickness. For external flows with strong shock formation upstream of a blunt body, shock fitting is a reasonable method for determining the flow variables and the position of the discontinuity. Furthermore, shockfitting methods can reduce the overall convergence time required to obtain a steady st-ate solution. The basic solution procedure presented here has been used for the gasdynamic equations to calculate supersonic and hypersonic flow fields about various three-dimensional geometries and has been validated against wind tunnel data and other numerical methods [Li, 1982 [Li, , 1985 [Li, , 1986 [Li, , 1987 McGary and Li, 1989 ].
Discussion of Numerical Results
Several simplifying approximations have been adopted in the present model with the objective of focusing attention on the first-order effects produced directly by mass loading on the flow field. These assumptions about the ionopause geometry, flow character, and boundary conditions are rnade to simplify the modeling effort and facilitate identification of the dominant physical processes responsible for the average flow properties observed by Pioneer Venus. The emphasis is on providing a good qualitative description of the overall flow field but not comprehensive detail. The numerical complexity is thereby reduced, as is the required computation time, and more attention can be devoted to isolating numerical errors and modeling artifacts from the phys- The presstire distribution in the magnetosheath (Figure 3) indicates that the dynamics of the flow are not significantly affected by mass loading. This result is not an intuitively obvious one; there is no simple and convincing argument as to what effect mass loading should have on the bow shock position, and the resulting pressure gradients are not easily determined without performing the actual calculation. However, the simulations indicate that the pressure distribution in the flow is basically unchanged by mass addition, and the pattern of streamlines is approximately the same as before. Simple energy considerations then suggest that the ML flow speed should be decreased in the mass loading region relative to the NL case, because a larger density must be transported. This conclusion is borne out by Figure 4 , which compares the flow speeds for the two gasdynamic cases. Adjacent to the ionopause, the ML flow speed is less than that of the NL flow, and a velocity shear in the radial direction is present for the ML flow that is absent in the NL case. [1982] report that the observed flow above the ionopause appears to be retarded as though a boundary layer is present, which is consistent with the results presented here.
MHD solutions
The single-fluid MHD equations were initially solved without a source term. For upstream magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 10 nT, the nonloaded MHD flow field was al•nost identical to the N L gasdynamic case, exhibiting only minor quantitative changes. The contours of the flow variables (not shown) are qualitatively identical, with only small perturbations due to the magnetic pressure term. These differences are quite unlike the severe distortions of density, temperature, and flow speed that arose owing to mass loading in the gasdynamic case. For the maximum solar wind magnetic field strength of 10 nT and identical upstream flow parameters, the bow shock location was essentially unchanged from the value 1.2 Rv found in the nonloaded gasdynamic calculations.
We therefore turn to the effects of the magnetic field on the mass-loaded solutions. The soh•tions for the MIID simulations shown in Figures 5-9 can be compared with the previously discussed gasdynanfic results to elucidate the effects of the magnet. ic field on the mass-loaded flow. The principal effects are that the bow shock is displaced farther from the planet and t, he characteristics of the boundary layer are accentuated, i.e., the thickness increases, the mass density is enhanced while the plasma temperature is re- The calculated bow shock moves slightly outward in response to adding the magnetic terms to the massloaded gasdynamic equations, and the magnitude of the displacement seems to correlate roughly with the boundary layer thickness for both cases. A suitable description of the boundary layer is needed to explore properly this correlation between the boundary layer thickness and the shock distance. ttowever, choosing a characteristic scale length to represent the boundary layer thickness over the entire region is not stra.ightforward, and should probably consider other flow field features should probably be considered as well. In the subsolar region the boundary layer is easily identified by the rapid decrease in temperature normal to the ionopause, eve• though the mass density and velocity change across this region. Near the terminator, however, the temperature gradient differs little from that of a gasdynamic solution and is probably not a. good characteristic indicator. In that region the velocity shear is a better indicator of the boundary layer. •he boundary and removed from the system.)
The two-dimensional aspect of the present work prevents the Zwan-Wolf effect from occurring. However, we can speculate on how the mechanism may affect a hill three-dimensional MHD mass-loading model. The population of solar wind ions at •he boundary should be reduced from the gasdynamic result, but the influence of planetary ions on its effectiveness is not clear. The depletion of solar wind ions is most pronounced on streamlines close to the ionopause, because that flow passes near the stagnat, ion point where the flow speed is slowest, thus giving the Zwan-Wolf effect rnore time to operate. Of course, it is in this region that mass loading is greatest. Because there is no magnetic force along B, momentum along the field can be acquired only from the pressure gradient in the particles. However, the field-aligned gradient is severely reduced as t, he flux tube convects and is depleted (cf. Zwan and Wolf [1976, Figure 6 ], using the adiabatic relation to convert particle density to pressure), which means that it will become increasingly difficult to accelerate tile newly added mass along B. If changes in the pressure distribution caused by mass addition are relatively minor, as the present study suggests, then the available force must accelerate a much larger total mass density, thus reducing the speed of the flow along the field and increasing the time for planetary ions to accumulate.
These plausibility arguments suggest that the ZwanWolf effect may be q,it.e different at Venus, but a full examinat,ion of this question must await a full threedimensional MHD simulation. rrhe abundance of injected oxygen ions relative to the shocked solar wind protons at the stagnation point will almost surely be different, but the total mass density near the boundary layer should be larger than the two-dimensional nonloaded case, even if flow parallel to B decreases the stagnation proton density substantia.lly. We predict that a. boundary layer will still be present, in a fitll threedimensional mass-loaded solution and that the magnitude of the magnetic field will be an important factor determining its extent. At altitudes higher than 400 krn the total oxygen population is dominated by hot neutrals forming an oxygen corona that remains almost constant with so- These simulations model boundary layers for average ionopause conditions on the dayside Venus ionosphere; knowing or understanding the extent of the boundary la. yer flow field at higher altitudes may not be easily extrapolated froin the solutions modeled at lower altitudes without performing the full calculations. It is not yet known what solar wind conditions and ion source rates are necessary to produce the boundary layer for a higher ionopause, and this question needs to be addressed in the future. Because the boundary layer is associated with the ionopause, ascertaining the conditions required for its formation will provide more information on the ionopause and the physical processes determining its structure. Finally, the simulations show that the boundary layer is associated with a velocity shear extending over a range of 100 to 300 km adjacent to the obstacle surface and is likely to produce turbulence along this boundary and further decrease the flow speed. Further simulations such as those described here will provide greater insight into the nature of the transition between the ionosphere and magnetosheath.
Summary and Conclusions
We 
